Smooth sails ahead thanks to ISO 13687, which offers minimum requirements for harbours.
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With ISO 21103 on information for participants, tourists can make the best decisions about adventure tourism activities like this!
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ISO 18065 helps protect natural ecosystems, while keeping visitor satisfaction in mind.
MOTORBIKES

Seeking the thrills of a motorbike without compromising safety? ISO 4106 makes sure you don’t have to.
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World Day for Safety and Health at Work
SAFE THRILLS

Adventure tourism has never been so safe, thanks to ISO 21101!
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SUNSCREEN

Hopefully, everyone on this beach has sunscreen that uses ISO 24442!
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With ISO 20611 on good practices for sustainability of adventure tourism, your trek can be environmentally, socially and economically sustainable.
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ACCESS FOR ALL

With ISO 21902*, cities can be made accessible to everyone.

* Under development
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Everyone can swim safely thanks to water safety signs from ISO 20712.
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ACCOMMODATION

ISO 21401 helps hotels keep their guests happy, while being kind to the environment too.
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CONSTRUCTION

Bridges get us from one side to the other sustainably thanks to technical specification ISO/TS 21929-2.
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BOATING

With ISO 25649, enjoy the sweet sunset without worrying about your boat sinking.
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ISO 13009 makes recommendations for beach operations, keeping them safe, informative and clean.
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This year’s theme? TRAVEL! Each photo here comes from an ISO member or ISO/CS staff member. Let’s meet them!

**Line Kamhaug Hopmoen**
Line is a marketing specialist for Standards Online, the sales platform of Standards Norway (SN). She loves to travel and spend time at her cabin in Sweden, where she captures the scenic beauty on camera.

**Jelena Božović**
A senior standardization manager at the Institute for Standardization of Serbia (ISS), Jelena is a passionate traveller who likes to be on the move and is always up for new adventures and locations.

**Claudia D’Elia**
Brazilian national Claudia from Rio de Janeiro works for Brazil’s national standards body, ABNT. She loves dogs, beaches, travel and photography.

**Joanna Mandziuk**
A hard worker and lover of life, Joanna from PKN, ISO’s member for Poland, loves books, crosswords and all kinds of sports. Her motto? “Do what you can, with what you have, where you are.”
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Brazilian national Claudia from Rio de Janeiro works for Brazil’s national standards body, ABNT. She loves dogs, beaches, travel and photography.

**Joanna Mandziuk**
A hard worker and lover of life, Joanna from PKN, ISO’s member for Poland, loves books, crosswords and all kinds of sports. Her motto? “Do what you can, with what you have, where you are.”

**Catarina Modesto**
Born and raised in Brazil, Catarina works for ABNT, the country’s national standards organization. She has a passion for travel, music, romantic comedies... and pizza.

**Nor Faezah Mohamad Arif**
Nor Faezah has worked at the Department of Standards Malaysia (DSM) for 15 years. She favours road trips where she can enjoy the multicultural diversity Malaysia has to offer.
This year’s theme? TRAVEL! Each photo here comes from an ISO member or ISO/CS staff member. Let’s meet them!

Christos Papageorgiou
Christos works as a standards officer in the civil engineering department of the Cyprus Organisation for Standardisation (CYS). He enjoys sport, the gym, motorcycles, photography and, of course, good food and wine.

Federico Sánchez
A commercial assistant at INTECO, the Costa Rican institute for technical standards, Federico is intent on providing “solutions with a smile” – a trait he carries over into his personal life. He is passionate about nature, travel, art and reading.

Danijela Stanimirović-Gavrilov
Former journalist Danijela is now responsible for content marketing and public relations at ISS, the national standards body for Serbia. She is fond of writing, reading, travelling and capturing unforgettable moments.

Oskar Sztajer
A specialist in external relations at the Polish Committee for Standardization (PKN), Oskar works with graphics and photography both professionally and in his private life. He is a fan of science fiction – especially Star Trek.

Julie Chamay, Belinda Cleeland and Cédric Masson...
...work as Director of Human Resources, Head of Research and Innovation, and Senior Front-End Engineer at ISO/CS. They love travel and photography and have a common goal – to find the perfect photo all over the world.